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On April 17, thousands of people
allover the world will occupy the
military industrial complex as
part of the Global Day of Action
on Military Spending.
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One can't help but wonder why
more soldiers don't snap under
the pressure of serving multiple
tours in Afghanistan.

(Editor'S Note: This is part of a strategic dialogue on U,S, nuclear policy,
Please also see Russ Wellen's Abdicutillg (i.S. Nonproliferation Leader8h~p and
his nSf!o!lse to this piece.)
The Obama administration is likely to continue a policy that we call "antinuclear nuclearism," Anti-nuclear nuclearism is a foreign and military policy
that relies upon overwhelming U.S. power, including the nuclear arseual, but
makes rhetorical and even some substantive commitmeuts to disannament,
however vaguely defined, Anti-nuclear nuclearism thrives as a school of thought
in several think tauks that have long influenced foreign policy choices related to

military dominance by rhetorically calling for what has long been derided as a
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naIve ideal: global nuclear disarmament. Unlike past fonns of nnclearism, it deemphasizes the offensive nature of the U.S. arsenal. Instead of promoting the
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U.S. stockpile as a strategic detelTeuce or umbrella for U.S. and allied forces, it
prioritizes an aggressive diplomatic and military campaign of nonproliferation.
Nonproliferation efforts are aimed entirely at other states, especially nonnuclear nations with suspected weapons programs, or states that cau be coerced
and attacked under the pretense that they possess nuclear weapons or a
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development program (e.g. Iraq in 2003),

movement.

Effectively pursuing this kind of belligerent nonproliferation regime requires
MORE
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New Mexico aud California have been avid supporters and crafters of of it.

A long-time foreign service
officer describes the farces and
frustrations of the Iraq

occupation.
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global nuclear forces. Even the national nuclear weapons development labs in

As a policy, anti-nuclear nuclearism is designed to ensure U,S. nuclear and
Revie'N
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half-steps toward cutting the U.S. arsenal further, and at least rhetorically
recommitting the United States to internatioual treaties such as the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), It requires a fig leaf that the United States isn't
developing new nuclear weapons, and that it is slowly disarming and deemphasizing its nnclear arsenal. By these means the United States has tried to
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avoid the charge of hypocrisy, even though it has designed and built newly
modified weapons with qualitatively new capacities over the last decade and a
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half. Meanwhile, U.S. leaders have allowed for and even promoted a mass
proliferatiou of nuclear euergy and material, albeit under the finn control ofthe
nuclear weapons states, with the United States at the top of this pile.
Archives
Many disannament proponents were elated last year when four extremely
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prominent cold warriors - George P. Shultz, William Peny, Heury Kissinger,
and Sam Nunn - announced in a series of op-eds their commitment to "a world
free of nuclear weapons," Strange bedfellows indeed for the cause. Yet the fine
print of their plan, puhlished by the Hoover Institute and others since then,
represents the anti-uuclear nuclearist platform to a tee. It's a conspicuous yet
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S~teIY rhetorical commitment to a world without nuclear weapons. These four
elder statesmen have said what many U.S. elites have rarely uttered: that
abolition is both possible and desirable. However, the anti-nuclear posture in
their policy proposal comes to bear only on preventing non-nuclear states from
going nuclear, or else preventing international criminal conspiracies from
proliferating weapons technologies and nuclear mateIials for use as instruments
of non-state terror. In other words, it's about other people's nuclear weapons,
not the 99% of materials and arms possessed by the United States and other
established nuclear powers.
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This position emphasizes an anti-nuclear politics entirely for what it means for
the rest of the world - secuIing nuclear mateIials and preventing other states
from going nuclear or further developing their existing arsenals. U.S.
responsibility to disaDll remains in the distant future, unaddressed as a present
imperative.
Exclusive Route around the eTBT

Concems about the nuclear programs of other states - mostly Islamic, East and
South Asian nations (i.e., Iran, North Korea, etc.) - conveniently work to
reinforce existing power relations embodied in U.S. militalY supremacy and
neocolonial relationships of technological inequality and dependence. By
invoking their commitment to a "world free of nuclear weapons," the ideologues
behind the anti-nuclear nucleaIist platfoDll justifY invasions, military stIikes,
economic sanctions, and perhaps even the use of nuclear weapons themselves
against the "rogue states" and "terrorists" whose possession of weapons
technologiesvastly less advanced than those perpetually stockpiled by the United
States is deemed by the anti-nuclear nucleaIists the first and foremost problem
of the nuclear age.
Unfortunately the Obama administration is likely to pursue this Orwellian policy
of anti-nuclear nuclearism rather than taking a new, saner direction. A strong
early indication of this trajectory is his selection of many Clinton administration
advisers and officials as national secuIity officials in his Cabinet. The Clinton
administration fought hard for the ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT) in 1999, which would commit the United States to cease all
nuclear explosions. But, in true anti-nuclear nucleaIist fashion, it also gave the
United States nuclear weapons labs the Stockpile Stewardship Program, by
which they could move forward with a massive scientific effOlt to develop the
knowledge and scientific expertise for virtual weapons desigrl and testing via a
multi-billion dollar infrastructure of supercomputers, laser, and flash X-ray
facilities that brazenly give the United States an exclusive route around the
CTBT. Meanwhile, the United States has further violated the spirit of the treaty
by detonating an average of 10 so-called "sub-cIitical" nuclear bombs evelY year
at the Nevada Test Site since 1997: explosions involving as many as 3.3 pounds
of plutonium that stop just short of splitting the atom.
Because non-nuclear states aren't able to go nuclear without actual testing, the
ostensibly anti-nuclear CTBT would lock in less technologically advanced states
into a nuclear status quo. By conducting nuclear tests, the non-nuclear nations
would justifY sanctions under the treaty and presumably trigger military action
by the United States.
Fomler SecretalY of State Madeline Albright said as much in her testimony
before Congress in 1999:

Since America has no need and does not plan to conduct nuclear explosive
tests, the essence of the debate over the CTBTshould be clear. It is not about
preventing Americafrom conducting tests; it is about preventing and
dissuading others from doing so. It's about establishing the principle on a
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global basis that it is not smart, not safe, not right, and not legal to conduct
explosive tests in order to develop or modernize nuclear weapons.
The Bush administration has been widely viewed by both fonner Clinton staff
and conservative "realists" such as Brent Scowcroft and Kissinger as having
squandered opportunities to enact an anti-nuclear nuclearist regime. By
pushing aggressively and publicly for new nuclear weapons programs, George
W. Bush lost the necessary perception of moral high ground required for such a
strategy to succeed. But then again, tile neoconservatives have never believed in
the "softer" forms of hegemonic power advocated by the Democrats and
previous Republican administrations.
Picking Up Where Clinton Left Off

Obama's administration will inevitably pick up where the Clinton
administration left off. Senate Republicans voted down the CTBT in 1999. The
Stockpile Stewardship program moved ahead smoothly but is incapable of
serving as an effective program for designing the new generation of nuclear
weapons envisioned by the U.S. nuclear establishment. Thus, tl!e next stage of
the new nuclear imperialism is now being enacted: the Reliable Replacement
Warhead (RRW) program, an effort to develop new nuclear arms and
reinvigorate the nuclear weapons complex under the rubric of "replacing"
existing nuclear warheads.
Over the next four years, we're likely to see an increasing commitment to
international treaties like the NPT and CTBT on the part ofthe United States.
The Strategic Offensive Reduction Treaty's (SORT) goal of reducing the U.S.
strategic force to 1,700-2,200 operational weapons is likely to be achieved and
made permanent, thereby creating a false veneer of U.S. intention to disarm.
Further cuts might proceed. Most assuredly we'll witness incredibly aggressive
effOits to stop proliferation of nuclear technology aimed at Iran, North Korea,
and beyond, involving the use of diplomacy, force, economic coercion, sabotage,
proxy attacks, political destabilization, and more.
What's harder to predict is the fate of the RRW program. On the surface,
antinuclear nuclearism is incompatible with new weapons development, and
RRW is most certainly a new weapon, no matter what Los Alamos, Lawrence
Livenllore, and Sandia National Laboratory scientists and administrators claim.
But herein lies the unknown. It's possible that the RRW will get the go-ahead
eventually. Just as the Clinton White House relented and gave the weapons labs
the Stockpile Stewardship Program, partly as a political pay-off to ensure they
wouldn't obstruct the CTBT's ratification, so might the Obama administration
ratify the new program now so strongly desired by the nuclear weapons
complex, so as to secure room for U.S. officials to pursue their nonproliferation
efforts at the international level.
Not coincidentally, technological advancements under the Stockpile
Stewardship program enable U.S. development of the RRW without the
politically taboo need for nuclear testing, as Robert Gates - Bush's Defense
Secretary and now Obama's - noted in a November 3 speech before the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. Gates, of course, was simply
referring to an outcome that that Clinton's Energy and Defense departments
sought from day one: the ability to develop and test nuclear weapons using the
new virtual weapons development infrastructureat the weapons labs, all without
violating the letter of the CTBT. Thus, U.S. status as the world's leading nuclear
hegemon is ensured.
For any of this to happen, the RRW, or the RRW by another name, will have to
be significantly repackaged and re-sold to the U.S. public and international
community so that it appears as a design intended to reduce U.S. dependence on
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nuclear weapons and facilitate large cuts in the stockpile, alongside a
downsizing of the weapons complex. Leading nuclear weapons scientists,
militalY leadership, and U.S. nuclear officials' are calling the RRW "not a new
weapon," and uttering assurances that its purpose is to facilitate rednctions in
the U.S. nuclear arsenal. That it would give the United States nuclear weapons
complex a new lease on life into the distant future, cost untold billions of dollars,
re-establish plutonium pit production in the United States, and hand over a
brand-new weapon design to the militalY are all rhetorically de-emphasized by
the program's proponents.
Then again, this may all be a worst -case scenario. Perhaps the Obama
administration will undertake a more visionalY and just campaign to eliminate
nuclear weapons? The incoming president could reintroduce the CfBT, nix the
RRW and any new weapons designs, cut the nuclear weapons budget in half,
stop construction of the plutonium bomb pit factory in New Mexico, close one of
the weapons labs, and downsize the entire nuclear weapons complex. Obama
could dismantle the profit-driven system of contracts that have made such
powerful lobbying interests out of firms with government nuclear contracts. His
administration could enjoin talks toward implementing Article VI of the NPT.
He could go against the explicitly pro-nuclear power Energy secretary he
appointed and enact a ban on new nuclear power development. Continuinity of
the status quo, however, is altogether more likely. Hope and change, as this
election showed, are possible, but only if those who desire it unconditionally
demand it.
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Darwin BondGraham is a sociologist who lives and works in New Orleans. Will Parrish is an
anti-imperialist organizer and scholar living in northern California. They are coauthoring
Atomic Trust: the University of California, Nuclear Weapons, and the Pentagon of Power, a
book about nuc1earism and academia, and are both For~i:Jn POiicy 1n FOGUS contributors.
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FEDS PONDER SWITCHING LABS TO MILITARY AGE NCY
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LENGTH: 1197 words

Bingaman opposes move from Department of Energy
By Sue Vorenberg
The New Mexican
Sometimes, divorce is a better solution than an ill-advised marriage, said
C. Paul Robinson, former director of Sandia
National Laboratories.
For years as lab director, Robinson supported the idea of keeping the
nation's nuclear weapons labs and programs under
the umbrella of the Department of Energy. But after he retired in early
2006, he began to re-evaluate the situation, he said.
As he told members of the House Armed Services Committee's Strategi
c Forces Subcommittee last summer, he thinks it's
time for Sandia, Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore national laborato
ries, along with all other nuclear weapons
facilities and programs, to be transferred to the Department of Defense
.
And a new memo from the Office of Management and Budget directin
g the departments of Energy and Defense and the
National Nuclear Security Administration to look into the idea is certainly
a step in the right direction, Robinson said.
"After years of resisting any suggestion to put the weapons program under
Pentagon control, I now think the Department
of Defense should take the whole nuclear weapons program," Robinso
n told The New Mexican on Wednesday.
The memo, obtained by The New Mexican, instructs the two departm
ents and NNSA to "assess the costs and benefits of
transferring budget and management ofNNS A or its components to DOD
and elsewhere, as appropriate, beginning in FY
2011."
It also requests a final report be submitted to the Office of Management
and Budget by Sept. 30,2009 .

To Robinson, the idea makes a lot of sense, because the weapons program
was sort of shoe-homed into the Department of
Energy when the agency was created in the 1970s, he said.
Since then, the program hasn't aligned very well into DOE, and perhaps
it's time for a change, he said.
"The combination hasn't worked well for either one (nuclear weapons
programs or the DOE)," Robinson said. "It hasn't
10f3
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been a good marriage."
Talk of switching nuclear weapons programs from various agencies has
been debated since I 946, said Sen. Jeff Bingaman,
a New Mexico Democrat.
In his mind, the last place nuclear weapons programs belong is under
the control of the Defense Department, Bingaman
said. "I think it's a bad suggestion and one I strongly oppose," he said.
"The initial concern is that we should have a
separate system for nuclear weapons than we do for conventional weapon
s, because nuclear weapons are different and
much more deadly."
Also, under the Department of Energy, national labs have been able to
recruit scientific and technical talent that would be
much harder to get if the labs were under military control, he said.
"We have been able, through the management of these weapons in a civilian
agency, to attract high-caliber scientists and
engineers," Bingaman said. "I think it's harder to do that in a defense agency."
The shift could also hurt New Mexico's economy, because the labs' mission
s would likely become less broadly focused,
Bingaman said. "I think there'd be a lot less technology spin-off because
there'd be a lot less nonweapons work," he said.
Still, Robinson said, the move would make a lot of sense from a structura
l standpoint. With the Obama administration's
push toward alternative energy development, and the nation's energy problem
s as a whole, the Depal1ment of Energy has
more than enough work to keep itself busy, he said.
"There's far too much work to be done even if you concentrate your energies
just on energy," Robinson said.
Nuclear weapons programs, on the other hand, seem to have been a bit
of a distraction at DOE, and they haven't been
handled very well by NNSA, he said.
"NNSA has focused on optimizing security and safety, and they think
that's enough," Robinson said. "There is a wonderful
postulate that it's impossible to optimize a total system by concentrating
on optimizing its sub-systems. I believe the right
answer is to align the whole mission."
Other issues, like communications between agencies on how nuclear
weapons are transported and on how weapons are
managed, haven't taken priority at DOE, he said.
"The missions do need to be aligned, because nuclear weapons have been
so far outside of DOD, and there's been so much
distance between the two that they've become disconnected," Robinso
n said.
Greg Mello, executive director of the Los Alamos Study Group, a watchdo
g organization, agrees with Bingaman that
nuclear weapons should be handled differently from other weapons. He
said he's concerned that a switch from Energy to
Defense would lead to less scrutiny overall on nuclear weapons manage
ment and development.
"With the present level of militarization in our society and the enormo
us secrecy and lack of oversight at the Pentagon, we
would have great reservations about putting the nuclear weapons program
there," Mello said.
Officials at the labs declined to comment on a possible switch, since the
decision would be made at a higher government
level.
"This is a communication between OMB and DOE," said Kevin Roark,
a Los Alamos spokesman.
But some inside the lab have anonymously voiced support for the idea.
Most of those who made comments at the Web site lanl-the-rest-of-the-stor
y.blogspot.com have made positive remarks

20f3
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about switching control of the labs to the Defense Department, said Frank
Young, who runs the popular site focused on
issues at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
"I think it's a great idea," said Young, who served in the military and worked
at Los Alamos . "Compared to the way I was
treated in DOD, DOE was just horrible. There's a culture in the military
-- you take care of your people, or your career is
over."
If the labs were to switch from Energy to Defense, it's possible that those
with health claims from working with nuclear
and other materials could get care at Veterans Affairs hospitals, rather
than spending their time fighting with the
Department of Energy, Young added.
And concerns that a switch would hurt New Mexico's economy also might
not be well-founded, Robinson said.
As DOE labs, LANL, Sandia and Livermore all work on projects from
other agencies such as Defense and Homeland
Security. If control were transferred to Defense, the labs would still be
able to work on projects for the Department of
Energy or other agencies, Robinson said.
"You can still have multi-agency labs," Robinson said. "There may be
some belt-tightening, but that's happening now."
If a switch were made, some language in the contracts to operate nuclear
weapons labs and facilities would probably have
to change, but Robinson thinks the government-owned, contractor-opera
ted model should remain, Robinson added.

"I think doing this would give the (nuclear weapons) mission the right emphasi
s," Robinson said.
Contact Sue Vorenberg at svorenberg@sfnewmexican.com
LANL TIMELINE
1943-1947: Manhattan Engineering District of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers creates and oversees Los Alamos
Laboratory.
1947-1975: Atomic Energy Commission oversees Los Alamos Scientif
ic Laboratory.
1975-1977: Energy Research and Development Administration oversees
Los Alamos National Laboratory.
1977-present: Department of Energy oversees LANL.
Source: Los Alamos National Laboratory
LOAD-DATE: February 9, 2009
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
GRAPHIC: See pdfs for exact rendition, caption, graphics and photogr
apher info.
PUBLICATION-TYPE: Newspaper
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Stimulus likely to fund LANL cleanup
Funds could translate into hundreds of jobs in Northern New
Mexico
By Sue Vorenberg I The New Mexican
2/1212009

New funding for an old mess could mean hundreds of jobs for Northern New Mexico in this ailing
economy.
About $6 billion in funds for defense-related environmental cleanups made it into the final version of
the economic stimulus bill that now awaits fmal Congressional approval.
Some of that money will likely go to New Mexico's national laboratories for projects to clean up
legacy waste - which is nuclear and hazardous waste created during and after the Manhattan Project
in the 1940s.
And that could greatly help Northern New Mexico, said U.S. Sen. Jeff Bingaman, a Silver City
Democrat.
"This bill contains significant funding for environmental cleanup, some of which will undoubtedly be
directed to Los Alamos National Laboratory," Bingaman said.
Those funds won't just help the environment, they could also create hundreds of jobs in the Los
Alamos area, said Jude McCartin, a spokeswoman for Bingaman.
"This is good news," McCartin said. "It takes care of some long-standing issues and also creates good
jobs."
The lab has several "sizable" shovel-ready proposals it submitted to the National Nuclear Security
Administration as details of the stimulus package were being put together, said Kevin Roark, a lab
spokesman.
When asked how much is needed for either the projects in the stimulus package or in total for cleanup
at the lab, Roark said, "I can't be specific about the money."
He added that details, at least for stimulus project funding, should be available sometime after the bill
passes.
If projects submitted by the lab are chosen by NNSA, then decontamination, demolition of old waste
sites and other work could lead to "several hundred jobs" in the area, he said.
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"These jobs would be boots on the ground," Roark said.
Still, Greg Mello, executive director of the Los Alamos Study Group,
a watchdog organization, said he
isn't convinced that whatever funds make it for cleanup in New Mexic
o will be sufficient to make any
real progress in cleaning up waste at the lab.
Total costs for cleanup at the lab could be "in the low billions," Mello
said. "You could spend all the
cleanup money from that package at Los Alamos. "
He's also concerned that if cleanup activities are done too quickly, some
contamination could be
missed and later ignored by the Department of Energy, Mello said.
"There's lots oftran surani c and mixed waste there, of unknown charac
ter, in shallow unlined pits,"
Mello said. "If one wanted to make that waste stable and inaccessible
to human and biological
intrusion, it's going to cost some money."
But, that said, he does find it hopeful that the government is paying more
attention to cleanup
activities in general.
"There's paralysis at the Department of Energy, and this might be a hopefu
l sign," Mello said.

Contact Sue Vorenberg at svorenberg@S/newmexican.com.
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Ed Grothus, 1923-2009: Act ivis t used hum or to
raI• se awareness
Los Alamos fIXture and Blac k Hole own er dies at 85
By Sue Vorenberg I The New Mexican

2/13/2009
You could say Ed Grothus was a man of
many stories.
Wheth er you agreed with him or not, the Los
Alamos anti-nuclear activist and owner of the
Black Hole was a likable guy who was alway s
quick to use his sense of humor as a way of
engaging those around him, community
members said.
Grothus died Tuesday after a prolonged battIe
with colon cancer. He was 85.
"I only met him in person once, but it was impossible not to like the guy,"
said Frank Young, who runs
a popula r blog about Los Alamos National Labor atory called lanl-the-restof-the-story.blogspot.com.
Young stopped by Grothus' store a few years ago, and was treated to
a warm welcome and in-depth
tour of the Black Hole, which resells computers, lab equipment and
other old junk no longer used at
LANL , he said.
One of the things that struck him right away was Grothus' sense of humor
, Young said.
"You had to meet him to realize he wasn't serious," Young said. "He
talked about holding 'critical
Mass' at the church."
Grothus was also a bit of a notorious prankster, a habit that got him in
trouble with the authorities
more than once, said his daughter Barba ra Grothus.
One of the more famous stories is when Grothus sent cans of "Organ
ic Plutonium" to President Bill
Clinton and Vice President Al Gore, she said.
Her father replaced the label on an ordinary can with a fake label for
Organic Plutonium designed by a
Santa Fe artist, then sent them to the White House, Grothus said.
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"That got the attention of the Secret Service, who came to pay him a visit,"
Grothus said. "When they
came they called me and asked me if I would vouch for my dad."
Grothus also kept a "Top Secret" stamp in his store, which he used on
various disks that he picked up
at yard sales, a habit that also got him in trouble, his daughter said.
"He got a little visit from the FBI for that one," Grothus said.
Although he's probably best known for his anti-nuclear musings and for
running his store, Grothus also
had a lengthy history in the town of Los Alamos.
Grothus was born on June 28, 1923 in Clinton, Iowa. He grew up in the
state and graduated from the
University ofIow a, then went to work as a machinist in Los Alamos in
1949, not long after the
Manhattan Project.
He worked in the lab's R-Site, where his job was to help make "better
" atomic bombs, his daughter
said.
But by 1968, he had changed his tune and become an anti-war activis
t. He left the lab in 1969 because
he had become so opposed to the nuclear work done there, she said.
As a man who always had several projects going at once, though, Grothu
s was able to settle into his
business, the Los Alamos Sales Company, which he formed in 1951 to
buy and resell "things" mostly surplus equipment from the lab.
That company later became known as the Black Hole because "every
thing went in, and not even light
could get out," an obit written by the family said.
Grothus also kept himself busy writing countless letters to the editor to
various newspapers, and he
was featured in several stories in magazines and newspapers because
of his activism.
In 2006, he got a Lifetime Achievement Award at the Indigenous World
Uranium Summit for his work
to promote a nuclear-free future.
He also was an integral part of the Los Alamos community, and someb
ody it was pretty much
impossible not to know if you lived there, said Susan Musgrave, former
president of Community
Bank's Los Alamos branch.
"He was a valued member of the community, always very outspoken
and he never wavered in his
position," Musgrave said. "You might not have agreed with him, but
you always respected him."
Greg Mello, executive director of the Los Alamos Study Group, an anti-nu
clear organization, said
Grothus' sense of humor and history in the town helped him get his messa
ge out in a way that was not
overly offensive.
"It gave him a way to speak within the contex t of Los Alamos that would
otherwise have been too
tense for anybody to handle," Mello said. "When ever I would see Ed,
he'd say 'Greg, we're not
reaching them all yet. How can we reach them better?' Ed was always
working to get his point across. "
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Ed Grothus, 1923-2009: Activist used humor to raise awareness - Sa...
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Grothus was diagnosed with cancer several years ago, and while he did have a few surgeries to slow
the progression of the disease, he never did chemotherapy or took Western medicine for the problem,
his daughter said.
"He didn't like doctors and he didn't want anything to do with Western medicine at all," she said.
But he also wasn't one to dwell on the illness, she added.
"When he was dying he was making jokes up to the end," Grothus said. "He didn't think dying was
very interesting. He thought it was boring."
Grothus is survived by his wife of 57 years, Margaret, their children, Barbara Grothus, Tom Grothus,
Susan Burns and Mike Grothus, and grandchildren Casey and Michelle Grothus.
Friends can visit DeVargas Funeral Home at 623 Railroad Ave. in Espafiola from 1-5 p.m. on Sunday
for an informal memorial. Following that, there will be a private interment at Guaje Pines Cemetery.
A formal memorial service will be announced at a later date, the family said.

Contact Sue Vorenberg at svorenberg@Sfnewmexican.com.
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Commp-nity icon dies
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END OF AN ERA Los Alamos legend Ed Grothus died of cancer

at home on Thursday.
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mire the fact that he ",-'as
engaged and engaging-and
we send our condolences
to his family and friends."
Grothus arrived in Los
Alamos in 1949. He often
described his work at Los
Alamos National litborawry as "making better
bombs."
After he retired in 1969,
Grothus increased his anti-nuclear activities and
opened The Black Hole at
401S Arkansas Ave.
People came from all
over the world co meet him
and see his unusual establishment overtIowing with
laboratory surplus equipment. peace sayings and
anti-nuke slogans.
"Welcome to the black
hole museum of nuclear
waste," Grothus said to
visitors.
Mello said that the artifacts Grothus collected
from the past and the obelisks he wished to project
into the future. together seemed to comprise
an instrument in which
the nuclear conscience
could be caught and held
against forgetting - held
long enough, he hoped,
by the products of,human
craft that he loved. to be

Unstoppable in his
quest for peace, longtime
Los Alamos crusader Ed
Grothus lost his battle with
cancer.
He died quietly about
noon Thursday in his los
Alamos home surrounded
byfamiJy.
"When one is legendary, one must do legendary things," Grothus often
said. And so he did.
One only need Google
his name to find him the

subj~t of a trove of newspaper stories and magazinc articles from around
the world. Grothus, 85,
also if> the subject of several documentaries and
~o~~~e~at streams 00

\1... ho have fought indefatihelping all of us in the
gabl}' for humanity's sur- nuclear drama to'rememvival in the nuclear age."
ber our humanitv: as the
Mello described Gro- Einstein-Russell -manifesthus as "easy to underes- to put it - Who will do that
nov.,?"
timate."
"The man I knew grew
Los Alamos National
every year, his messages Laboratory
spokesman
gradually simpler. hon- Jeff Berger spoke of Groing in toward humanity's thus during an interview
common and unchanging this morning.
moral storehouse." Mello
"Ed Grothus was a spirsaid. "He crafted a perso- ited person and outspoken
na that gave him freedom and his outspokenness
{Q act, playing the fool to
sometimes was directed at
say serious things that his the lab," Berger said, "But
beloved community might I think everyone can adotherwise forget. He enriched a ....ide audience. See ICON, 2

"Ed, Grothus was ooe
of a (9od." said Executive
Director Greg Mello of the
Los ~mos Study Group,
"His ; passing leaves a
unique void in the broader
Los Alamos community.
More than most. Ed was irreplaceable. He goes now
to join his predec~ssors
in the community of souls

Grothus was known for
wearing a wide variety of
bolo ties, many adorned
hopes to rc- with
large
turquoise
science an,d. find,'a.:9ifrior ',~~:)iis d!eam of plac- stones, others with DOE
there in which:-~,:",~:~g)Uld ,.-ling t,l'fem i~ Los Alamos. medals. Some 20 or more
see its brokenness'iffid our They,aIso are talking with hung on the bed post near
own - the beginning. per· a nearby Pueblo that has where he lar dying.
haps. of wisdom," Mello expressed an interest. she
When certain people
said. "His death leaves a said.
came to see him in his figreat void in the world."
Grothus told people his nal days, Grothus would
Grothus became inter- obelisks were not to cel- motion toward the bolos
esting to writers and film ebrate the bomb but to and his daughter Barbara
makers as word of his ac- make note of the most im- would say, "he wants yo:u
"tivism and his activities at portant rr¥m-caused event to have..one."
The Black: Hole grew.
Grothus and his wife
in the history of the world.
Through his frequent
The inspription on the Margaret were mahie~
leners to the editor and to monuments is translated for 57 years. Together tiJey
anyone who would listen, into 15 languages:
had five children. Their
"Welcome to Los Alam- youngest son, Ted, died in
Grothus spoke out against
nuclear weapons and the as, New Mexico, the Unit- a motorcycle accid~nt .in
ed States of America. the 1976.
war.
"Onebombistoomany,M city of fire. Our fires are
The Black Hole will rehe would say. He quietly brighter than a thousand main open for the fores~e
protested the bombing of suns. It was once believed able future. Barbara said.
Nagasaki and Hiroshima that only God could deThe family intends' to
stroy the world. but scien- hold a number of ,large
each year at Ashley Pond.
He spent the last couple tistsworkingin LosAlamos sales to thin out some of
of years focused on the first harnessed the power the inventol),.
"It's going to take time."
creation of twin obelisks, of the atom. The power rehe called the Doomsday leased through fission and Barbara said, adding she
Stones or Rosetta Stones fusion gives many men the isn't sure what the family
for the Nuclear Age.
ability to commence the will ultimately do about
He
commissioned destruction of all life on rhe business.
Friends are invited to a
the thick granite pillars Earth... nuclear bombs
topped with large globes cannot be used rationally viewing from I-Sp.m. Sunfrom a company in China. and dreams for safe and day at DeVargas Funeral
They cost some $200,000 useful nuclear power may Home at 623 N. Railroad
to manufacture and ship never be realized. It is ani}' Ave .. in Espanola. There
to him.
in Los Alamos that the po- will be a private interment
The 40-tQn, 42-foot tall tentials for unimagined. at Guaje Pines Cemetery.
monuments remain in fantastic good and dem- A public memorial service
containers at The Black onstrated, horrendous evil will be announced at a lat~
Hole because he wasn't are proximate."
erdate.
healed.
"He wanted us to pause

able to obtain permission
to erect them in the coun-

~~~ ~Jo~s~~~ ~~~~f '~'Tne,famny
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Ed GrothU5

Activist Worked for LANL
Store a Tour Of
Atomic His'tory
. By

RAAM WONG

Journal SrajjWrir er

Ed Grothus, an anti-nuclear weapons activist whose
overflowing Los Alamos surplus store was a wonderland
for amateur inventor s, died
Thursday. He was 86.
Grothus had cancer and
died in his Los Alamos
home surround ed by family,
accordin g to his daughter ,
Barbara.
JOURNAL FILE
Through out his life, Gro- Ed Grothus sold surplus Inventory from Los Alamos Nationthus battled to get a hand on al Laboratory at his landmark Black Hole. The anti-nucl ear
thousan ds of Geiger coun- activist died Thursday at age 86.
ters, circuit boards, and
.·other gizmos and widgets ar weapons , Grothus was a tory," his daughter said.
Grothus ' compan y operthat he collected from Los celebrat ed eccentri c across
Alamos Nationa l Labora- the globe and hero to peace ated for many years as a
catalog business , selling to
tory over more than a half- activists .
"He found a way to effec-. universi ties worldwi de. He
century and had piled high
tively protest nuclear weap- typed and mimeog raphed
inside his store,
But even as neighbo rs ons from within the very pages, and his kids helped
grumbled and county inspec- heart of the nuclear weap- pack and ship. As the Black
tors shook their heads, the ons Establis hment," said Hole became more famous,
piles continu ed to grow Greg Mello ofthe Los Alamos the shop drew art\sts, inveninside the Black Hole, where Study Group, which opposes tors and film set decorators who hauled away X-ray
it's said everythi ng goes in, nuclear weapons,
Grothus was born on June machine s, oscilloscopes and
but nothing comes out.
28, 1923, in Clinton, Iowa. odd shapes in metal, rubber
"He left work undone, and He served
he was sorry about that," Marine in the Merchan t and plastic.
Grothus was the subject of
Barbara Grothus said. "He fledglingbefore joining the
didn't want those things to Alamos federal lab at Los two documen taries, includon
March
26,
1949,
ing "Atomic Ed and the Black
be a burden to the fa,mily."
four years ilfter the atomic ,Hole," broadcas t on HBO.
The family plans to keep weapon ry invented
there
Butfeder alauthor itiesnevthe store open for now and ended World War
II.
er warmed to his antics, like
hopes one day to open the old
A child of the Depressi on, the time he sent "organic pluchurch nearby, purchas ed Grothus establish
ed the Los tonium" to the White House,
by Grothus years back, as a Alamos Sales
in 1951 to Secret Service agents visited
museum displayin g his col- buy and resellCo.
lab his shop more than once.
lection of artifacts from the equipme nt. He surplus
worked for . ,To follow Grothus on one of
Atomic Age.
20 years at LANL, first as his aimless tours ofthe Black
It was there, at the First a machini st and then
Church of High Technology, weapons group, before in a Hole was to stumble through
where Grothus made himself Vietnam War turned the more than 60 years of atomic
"cardina l," preachin g peace against nuclear weaponshim history,
.
"I make a business of selland nuclear abolition.
"He was a very smart man ing last year's scientif ic
With a dry wit and an unre- who, I think, found his call- equipme
lenting oppositio n to nucle- ing after he left the labora- Grothus nt and hardwar e,"
said in his final

. Jo.urnal interview in November. He wore a puff of unruly
white hair and his tradema rk
, purple camouflage pants and
5-inch bolo tie. "I only sell
about 5 percent of what I buy,
so I've built a huge pile over
50 years,"
His artwork , fancifu l
and apoc!l.lyptic, filled the
store, such as an enormou s
sunflow er formed out of
'500-pou nd test-bom b casings. He kept his most valuable artifacts - like heavy
mechani cal calculato rs and
a radio said to be owned
by Robert Oppenhe imer stashed inside a trailer for
the museum he always talked
of opening.
.
His most prized possessipn in recent years seemed
to be a testamen t to his credo of "always build, never
destroy."
He paid $200,000 to create a
massive granite monume nt
, marking the first nuclear
bomb explosion as a reminde r
ofthe nuclear threat posed to
humanity. Grothus stored'the
two towering obelisks inside
their 'original shipping containers as he worked until
the very end to find them a
home.
Sitting in a lawn chair as
he soaked up the sun in front
of the Black Hole last year,
Grothus smiled wryly when
asked about his legacy.
"There's always one man
who makes a differen ce,"
he said. "Jesus Christ. Josef
Stalin. Chairm an Mao.
Abraham Lincoln. And Ed
Grothus. "
The family invites friends
to visit DeVarga s Funeral
Home, 623 N. Railroad Ave.
in Espanola , from 1 to 5 p.m.
Sunday. A memoria l service
will be announc ed at a later
date.
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Greg Mello of Los Alamos Study Group opposes Pentagon control of the national laboratories.
Tools

ShareThis

Lose Nukes
Is Obama trying to neuter LANL?
By: Corey Pein 02/18/2009
President Obama ran for office promising big cuts to nuclear weapons programs. So why has his
administration, fresh out of the gate, proposed giving control of those programs to Defense Secretary
Robert Gates, who wants to build new nukes?
It's one question raised last week by an Albuquerque Journal article, which revealed the
administration might transfer oversight of nuclear weapons from the Department of Energy to the
Pentagon.
To former DOE official Robert Alvarez, the proposal raises "one of the big ironies" of the post-Cold
War period. "Civilian control over the nuclear weapons program has become an impediment to getting
rid of the weapons," Alvarez tells SFR. "If you ask the military guys about nuclear weapons, they
really don't hold them as having much value anymore."
Nukes are "a pain in the neck, basically. They would rather buy new tanks and airplanes," Robert
Norris, an arms control expert with the National Resources Defense Council, says. "I don't see any
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dark conspiracies here that this is some sort of stalking horse to revive
the nuclear mission. It's the
military itself that has been getting rid of them."
If the nation 's nuclear labs moved to the Pentagon, as Alvarez advocated
in a Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists article last month, "they would become small fish in a big pond.
And that is a very
threatening thing, because then they lose their privileged status," Alvare
z says.
That may be just the idea. Greg Mello, director of independent Los Alamo
s Study Group, says the
proposal fits with a long-term plan by some disarmament advocates to
collapse the nuclear weapons
programs as much as possible into New Mexico, thus limiting congressiona
l resistance to weapons
cuts. Mello opposes the move. "There is a risk of creating a citadel," he
says. "If we're not careful, we
can move to a whole 'nothe r level of military occupation."
In any event, with what looks like a bureaucratic shuffle aimed at saving
money, Obama may be
taking steps toward dismantling the nation 's $52-billion-a-year nuclea
r weapons complex.
Unfortunately, what's good for world peace could be bad for New Mexic
o.
Minus the high-paying jobs at Los Alamos National Laboratory, northe
rn New Mexico "woul d be
mighty poor," Alvarez says. "You have a great amount of pressure on
congressional delegations to
maintain the status quo."
That was evident in the response of New Mexic o's US senators and repres
entatives to last week' s
news.
"It's not going to happen," Jude McCartin, spokesperson for Democratic
US Sen. Jeff Bingaman, says
of a transfer of the labs to the Pentagon. "You can study the issue, but
you can't get it done without
congressional approval. Sen. Bingaman is adamant" in opposing the move,
"and he is not alone."
US Rep. Ben Ray Lujan, a Democrat, said in a statement that military
control would be "shortsighted
and harmful," because it could endanger LANL 's renewable energy progra
ms.
Jay Coghlan, director of Nuke Watch New Mexico, agrees that Pentag
on control might stifle LANL 's
efforts to diversify beyond nuclear weapons.
"I think that it would hurt the laboratory," Coghlan says.
He predicts LANL would split in two under Pentagon control, with the
military taking charge of
nuclear weapons and any "eco/green-friendly/whatever programs" remain
ing under the DOE.
Problem is, LANL would have to compete for federal renewable-energy
funds with other institutions,
and "I'm deeply skeptical that Los Alamos could be competitive," Coghl
an says.
But Norris says the labs are likely to face cuts even if they remain under
the DOE. "Ther e's nothing
on the horizon to revive them to even a shadow of what they were. That's
the new reality," he says.
And Norris has little patience for the labs' worrywart scientists and manag
ers. "All they do is gripe,"
he says. "To throw [nuclear weapons researchers] into the Pentagon under
some assistant secretary of
defense for blah-blah, that would really throw them into a tizzy."
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be able to provide the analysis and understanding of what
we find out and to help the United States' foreign policies."
-Todd Jacobson

NNSA WEAPONS FUNDING BECAME
LATE TARGET IN STIMULUS BILL
In the end, it came down to perception, Capitol Hill
staffers say. Funding for the National Nuclear Security
Administration's weapons program that was stripped from
the massive economic stimulus bill signed by President
Barack Obama last week may have been planned for
relatively innocuous job-creating projects like maintenance, energy projects and facility disposition, but in the
days before the chambers came to an agreement on the
$787 billion bill, the NNSA money had become a $1
billion target. And by the time House and Senate leaders
emerged from conference negotiations, the funding was
gone from the bill. "I guess there's a politically correct
investment strategy and this wasn't part of it," one Hill
staffer told NW&M Monitor.

No Amendments, Just Opposition
In the days leading up to the conference negotiations,
opposition to the NNSA funding in the stimulus bill had
begun to percolate. The Senate had included $1 billion for
the NNSA in its version of the stimulus bill; the House had
not. Anti-nuclear groups had seized upon the funding, with
Ploughshares Fund President Joe Cirincione calling it a
"stealth increase in the weapons budget" that would only
"stimulate an arms race." Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.)
cited the funding among a long list of "questionable
funding" priorities during a floor speech a day before the
Senate passed its version of the bill, and Rep. Ed Markey
(D-Mass.) called for the removal of the funding in a Feb.
11 letter to Appropriations Committee Chairman Dave
Obey (D-Wisc.).
But there were no amendments filed to cut the money from
the bill, just surprise among staffers involved when the
final bill emerged from conference with the words "The
conference agreement does not provide $1 ,000,000,000 for
the National Nuclear Security Administration, Weapons
Activities, as proposed by the Senate." The move caught
staffers on both sides of the aisle off guard. "The word is
that the leadership on both sides didn't want anything that
looked like weapons funding in the bill," another Hill
staffer told NW&M Monitor. "It didn't matter the merits,
how many jobs would be created, or even the environmental benefits. They didn't want anything that said 'weapons
funding.' " Staffers also said the Administration voiced its
4

opposition against the NNSA funding during final negotiations on the bill, urging it to be cut.

Funding Targets Vague
The NNSA had been quiet about its plans for the money,
saying nothing publicly about how many jobs it might help
create or how much it might save the agency down the
road in decreased hotel costs. Wording in the Senate
version of the bill was deliberately vague due to concerns
about earmarks. According to the report accompanying the
bill, $900 million was to go toward "maintenance and
general plant project backlogs, other construction activities, and various energy projects," and an additional $100
million was directed toward advanced computing research
and development.
Watchdog groups worried about providing an infusion of
money for the agency's weapons program with the fate of
the agency's Complex Transformation plans up in the air,
while some anti-nuclear groups cautioned that the money
could be used on potentially controversial modernization
of weapons-critical projects-or at least to free up money
to be used for those programs. "Spending money on
defense is in general a poor stimulus for the economy and
won't generate as many jobs as spending that money
outside NNSA would," Greg Mello, Executive Director of
the Los Alamos Study Group, told NW&M Monitor earlier
this month. "So there's not a strong stimulus impact from
this and I would rather have NNSA take care ofits general
plant projects and D&D through the normal budget process
and not try to make headroom in its budget opportunistically because we have an economic crisis."
Spending on the military was found to be a poor stimulus
in a 2007 study by the University of Massachusetts-Amherst's Political Economy Research Institute. The
study indicated that military spending was the most
inefficient stimulus method when compared to health care,
education, mass transit, and construction for home
weatherization and infrastructure repair for every $1
billion spent. That rationale clicked with House appropriators, who worried that the pay scale for nuclear-related
jobs was too high, the jobs created per dollar too low.

'Legitimate Work That Had to be Done'
One Hill staffer defended the stimulus funding, however.
"Was this going to build a new nuclear bomb? Hell no,"
the staffer said. "These were facilities that needed to be
demolished or needed to be refurbished to be made useful.
All of this stuff was legitimate work that had to be done,
that would stimulate the economy, that could be done
quickly and down the road save the government money in
terms of hotel costs. And a lot of them were green energy
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projects, so that checked a box, too. They were really small
little things but a lot of them. You were going to put a lot
of blue collar guys to work."
The NNSA had put together the wish list of projects,
including many- like several hundred million dollars for
the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility being built at
the Savannah River Site-th at were not included in plans
for the bill. But after the stimulus money had been eliminated from the bill, NNSA Administrator Thomas D' Agostino refocused on stable budgets for the agency. "What I
will say is that I always liked the idea of having some
[budgetary] stability and understanding," D' Agostino said
Feb. 12 at an Energy Communities Alliance meeting. "A
stimulus could be good, it could be bad. I see some
distractions associated with getting ahuge chunk ofmone y
coming into a large organization, figuring out a special
way to manage it with lots of expectations from the outside
that it's going to solve everyone's problems. Then there
are temptations along either the executive branch or
Congress to reduce out-year budgets because you got that
money earlier. I would rather have a solid five-year
commitment of resources and then let me run the program
based on that."
-Todd Jacobson

NNSA NARROWS FOCUS FOR
PRODUCTION CONT RACT OVERHAUL
The National Nuclear Security Administration has abandoned plans to explore purchasing nuclear or non-nuclear
parts or production services from contractors as part of a
revamped contracting strategy for the agency 's production
sites, according to a recently released document from the
Acquisition Strategy Team assembled to study various
contract options. The team, headed up by Sandia Site
Office Manager Patty Wagner and NNSA headquarters
procurement advisor Walt Lips, has narrowed its focus to
nuclear and non-nuclear consolidation options at the
agency 's production sites, breaking out some functions for
separate contracts as well as keeping the current contracting system in place.
An option that would use contractor-owned, contractor-operated facilities (COCO s)-sim ilar to the arrangement the NNSA 's Office of Naval Reactors has with
Babcock & Wilcox and B& W's newly acquired subsidiary
Nuclear Fuel Servic es-has been shelved, at least while
the team is pressing to meet a March 31 deadline for
delivering a contracting strategy. "I think the Department
would always consider that option if it makes sense," one
NNSA official told NW&MMonitor. "Wheth er you can do
it for a nuclear facility, that's another thing. There are
February 23, 2009

COCOs now that Naval Reactors uses, so that is potentially a viable option, but in the short term, it didn't seem
like this was the time to consider it."
Functional Areas Come Into Focus

With the contracts for the NNSA 's three main production
facilities at Pantex, Y-12 and the Kansas City Plant
expiring in 2010, the NNSA began exploring a change to
its production contracts in the fall of2007 . But the agency's first effort ended with a headquarters team deadlocked
over the consolidation of some M&Os and using function-based contracts. Wagner was tasked to lead the AST
in September and formed four teams to address mission
need, cost, contracting provisions and the impact of
potential changes on the federal workforce and communications.
According to a summary of the team's work, in addition to
maintaining the current contracting structure, the team is
considering seven options for various forms of consolidation, including:
Nuclear production at Y-12 and Pantex;
Nuclear production at Y-12 and Pantex with Savannah
River tritium production;
Nuclear production at Y-12 and Pantex with Savannah
River tritium and Los Alamos production;
Nuclear production at Y-12 and Pantex with Los
Alamos production;
Non-nuclear production at the Kansas City Plant and
Sandia National Laboratories;
Non-nuclear production at the Kansas City Plant with
Savannah River tritium production; and
Non-nuclear production at the Kansas City Plant and
Sandia with Savannah River tritium.
The use of function-based contracts was not included in
the original summary documented posted on a procurement
Web site earlier this month, though an NNSA official said
the omission was unintentional. The agency is focusing on
breaking out security, construction management and some
elements ofinfor mation technology as part ofthe contracting strategy, an option that Li ps said in December brought
its own set of pros and cons. "There is potential savings
there but there are also a lot of complications, not least of
which is it would be very difficult for the NNSA to
implement multiple prime contracts at one time and to deal
with multiple interfaces among prime contracts at the site,"
Lips said. "So we've got to deal with all those issues. We
certainly saw the potential value there, and we don't want
to lose it and we're continuing to carry on with this
acquisition strategy."
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Crunch time ahead for CMRR

By ROGER SNODGRASS, Monitor Editor
Old adversaries met again Tuesday evening to discuss the status of the Chemistry and Metallurgy
Research Replacement facility.

"The CMRR is a major systems acquisition," said Steve Fong of the National Nuclear Security
Administration's local site office in his introduction. "We haven't seen anything of this size for a long
while."

The CMRR is a $2 billion-plus project which expects to finish its first and least expensive building this
year.

The $158 million Radiological Lab Utility Office Building, RLUOB, or Rad Lab, as it is also known, has
about six months of work left, or about 184,000 hours of a couple hundred workers' time, before it begins
to be equipped and furnished.

Next door, the somewhat larger and far more expensive Nuclear Facility awaits an uncertain future. Only
its foundation has been excavated.
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The two sides seemed almost to enjoy the discussion, despite
having been locked into a multi-year
dialogue in exchange for an air permit easement for the Rad Lab
site.

The cons, designated as the I nterested Parties for legal purpos
es, are composed of seven public interest
groups.

They found opportunities to be complementary to their counte
rparts, perhaps because they were given
time on the schedule to make their own presentation and the
format allowed for a more equal share of
talking and listening time.

"This is our first presentation, our seventh meeting," said Scott
Kovac of Nuclear Watch New Mexico,
powering up his slides.

The pros, legally the Applicants in this context, work for the laborat
ory or its federal supervisors. They
made up the majority of an audience of a few dozen people.

The applicants were gratified that Congress had just passed a
bill for the remainder of the year, funding
the CMRR with another $97.2 million, thanks to a Senate dispens
ation. That compares to last year's $79
million.

Surely changes were on the way from Washington, but this year's
budget was very close to what the
CMRR project requested.
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At the same time, the Interested Parties expressed some satisfaction that the pit manufacturing mission
and Reliable Replacement Warhead program which had been significant justifications for the CMRR had
become invisible in the latest budget.

That would tend to reduce the need for the CMRR.

"It is not needed in the view of the House of Representatives in recent years," said Greg Mello of the Los
Alamos Study Group.

The discussion boiled down to two basic questions, whether the Nuclear Facility was needed and
whether it was adequate to withstand seismic events.

On the first point, the laboratory has always pointed to the antiquated CMR complex on life-extension
that is being replaced. Officials argue that there are demands from throughout the government for the
functions the building performs, including the weapons work.

Whether they are making one pit or 80, they say, they need the full CMRR.

Specializing in chemical analysis and material characterization, according to a project rationale, the
building is also needed for many kinds of nuclear materials handling, stockpile management, future
research in materials and manufacturing, non-proliferation programs and waste management.

The planned storage vaults will enable the consolidation of nuclear materials not only from Los Alamos
but also from across the complex.
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Additional assurance has been provided on the safety issues by
a provision included in the FY09 budget
bill calling for the Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board to be jOintly
involved in the safety certifications
for the facility, including the seismic issues.

That needs to be accomplished no later than July 2009, in order
for the second half of this year's budget
to be released.

LANL project manager for CMRR, Rick Holmes emphasized that
this process was working well and that
the project was committed to providing the safety board
representatives with the "certainty of
confidence," that they required.

All agreed that future funding for the Nuclear Facility remains uncerta
in, although they disagreed whether
that was good or bad.

In a memo written by the DNFSB for the week ending Jan. 2, 2009,
LANL had submitted an evaluation
for an exit strategy for the old CMR buildings that would not rely
on constructing the Nuclear Facility.

"The report asserts that all options evaluated given this constra
int substantially increase the safety,
security and programmatic risks at LANL versus the current approv
ed baseline," the site representative
wrote.

There will be more to talk about next time, when next year's
budget will have set the next course in
motion.
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Numbers Can't Hide Poverty in New Mexico
By Greg Mello

Thank you for the data-rich column of April 19, "Report Shows New Mexicans Faring OK in
Economy," regarding Colorado College's "State of the Rockies" economic report card.
The main observation - that New Mexico, not having grown as much economically as other
nearby states in recent years, is not (yet) falling as far either - is cold comfort.
As you note, New Mexico still has the highest poverty and lowest median family income in the
intermountain states. Our state ranks near the bottom of all states in these measures.
This wasn't always so. Our descent got under way only after 1972, when we fell from 37th in
income rank to near the bottom.
This report, like so many others, is careless about meaningless averages, resulting in your highly
misleading headline. New Mexico's combination of high income disparity and high poverty means
that averages and even median statistics don't tell the real story. Blending data from Los Alamos
and Rio Arriba counties, for example, obscures most of the important truths about these places.
The report says New Mexico is among the better-educated of the intermountain states. This
isn't true if we take the nuclear laboratories out of the mix - which we must, because they aren't
embedded in our civilian economy.
As with income, the educational situation is somewhat bipolar. New Mexico's educational
performance is at or very near the bottom of all states. The U.S. as a whole is not being educated
well- far from it - so if we climbed halfway up in U.S. rankings we would still be pretty
ignorant in comparison to most of our economic peers worldwide.
The report's long-term projections are even more problematic. Anybody who makes a SO-year
projection - or even one for 10 years, right now - is not very reality-based. Those projections
are just fantasies.
New Mexico and the U.S. are becoming poorer in real terms, and more income-disparate. In
many ways our state's government is failing to address the problems at hand. We don't see the
failure because we're all so used to it.
What's new is that the cost of failure is now extreme. Climate change is hitting the state hard
and will hit much harder in the coming decade and beyond. Water quantity and quality are both
entering a critical period; our vegetation, wildlife, agriculture, and cities are all threatened as the
landscape dries. Nationally, our serious economic problems will not be overcome any time soon,
and that's an understatement. Oil production has peaked, masked and exacerbated by recession.
For all these reasons and more, the state is in crisis, far worse than any I have seen in my 29
years here.
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So my plea is for all of us to use every opportunity - here provided by a naive study - to cut
through the denial that supports our failure to save ourselves and our planet. Our news media
must abandon some bad habits and help lead the way. We all need more outrage and more
impatience, assuming we want to act rather than be acted upon.
I Imow of no sound, practical economic, energy, environmental, or climate policy that does not
address fIrst and foremost the needs of the vulnerable in our society, and of vulnerable species in
the living landscape. Respect is the common key to all these thorny issues, and the sole basis of a
green, sustainable economy - the only economy we will have.
It starts with awareness. For this reason if for no other, the reality of poverty must be seen and
heard clearly, not covered over by meaningless averages and mindless boosterism.

Mello is director if the Los Alamos S tucfy Group, 2P)PW.lCl§g,qtg, in Albuquerque.
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Obama and CTBT Ratification: Dangerous Distraction
Greg Mello I Los Alamos Study Group

Today, [U.S. Vice President and CTBT ratification point person Joe] Biden again will be in a pivotal position to win approval of a controversial treaty.
This time, to secure enough votes for passage of the
CTBT, he will need to sit down and work out an arrangement with [senators] Kyl and Sessions, House
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, and other key Republicans such as McCain and Lugar. What compromises and agreements will be necessary are anybody's
guess. But the key will likely not be facts or persuasive arguments, but rather a painstakingly and carefully negotiated deal. - John Isaacs, "A strategy for
achieving Senate approval of the CTBT," Bulletin
of the Atomic Scientists, April IS, 2009
President Obama has placed Senate ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT) near the top of his arms control and nonproliferation agenda. As John Isaacs points out
above, near-term U.s. ratification will: a) be quite
difficult; b) not hinge on "facts or persuasive arguments;" and c) require a "carefully negotiated
deal." This deal will be political, as it was in
1996, beneath a technical fa~ade. The names of
the very conservative senators Isaacs invokes indicate the gravity and potential scope of any such
deal. The dangers involved in such a process can
hardly be overstated.
The CTBT we have today is the fruit of decades of work by thousands of people. It is also
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a much more significant treaty now than it was
when first opened for signature thirteen years
ago. Currently 180 states have signed the treaty
and 148 have ratified it. The organization created
by the treaty - the CTBTO - appears strong, and
the worldwide monitoring network is better than
ever. The treaty's norm against nuclear testing
is robust, perhaps exactly as strong as its signatories want it to be in any given situation. Certainly that norm has been accepted to a very high
degree by most nuclear weapon states.
For example, while it is still common for
hawks in the U.s. to mutter about having to conduct a nuclear test under this or that hypothetical
circumstance, nuclear testing by the U.s. is now
inconceivable. The cutting edge of arms control and disarmament has moved on to other issues. There is an unspoken but broad consensus
among U.s. elites that there are no circumstances
whatsoever in which the U.s. would find it in its
national interest to ever conduct a nuclear test.
If there ever were such a circumstance, it would
certainly command support for withdrawal from
the CTBT under its withdrawal clause.
CTBT ratification would not change U.s. testing behavior, then, and at this point no one seriously conceives of the treaty in those terms. All
talk of "returning to nuclear testing" is a ritualized form of speech aimed at extracting some
kind of budgetary or policy concession. If the
Administration pursues ratification it will do so
because it believes ratification would help curb
proliferation - that is, help change other states'
actions.
What deals might be required to get U.s. ratification in the next three years, and how might
any such deals affect broader disarmament and
nonproliferation aims? The price of ratification
can be expressed in precise political terms: what
it will take to convince the 67th senator to vote
for it. While we can be fairly confident there are
60 votes for ratification, it's a very long way to 67.
The political topography gets very steep. The
votes just aren't there.
Since a (second) Senate vote against ratification would be a serious setback for the Administration, the Treaty, and nonproliferation efforts
generally, and since Republican Party discipline
continued Oil next page
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will make it difficult to be sure of the vote count
ahead of time, it may be wise to have some expected extra votes in addition to the bare 67, prior
to fully committing to a final vote. This obviously
raises the barrier even higher.
The high price of closing today's 7-vote gap
could set limits on U.s. disarmament diplomacy for years to come, and could also forestall
the gradual budgetary disinvestment in nuclear
weapons that quietly began in 2006. To buy the
votes needed, the CTBT will have to become, as
far as the U.S. is concerned, a nuclear sustainment
treaty.
Any ratification deal would be aimed, in part,
precisely at negating the treaty's disarmament
impact. At a minimum, any such deal would attempt to inoculate the nuclear weapons establishments of the Department of Defense and Department of Energy against institutional decline, as
much as possible.
Elements of any deal might include floors under nuclear weapons budgets, commitments to
develop new missiles, submarines, and reentry
vehicles, promises to re-open the prospect of new
warheads (as a Council on Foreign Relations panel recommended last week), commitments to new
warhead factories (the fate of which is currently
hanging in the balance), commitments to creating
nuclear weapons educational and training programs and scholarships to ensure the availability
of skilled workers, and so on.
There is a general sense among U.s. hawks that
the nuclear weapons establishment is under siege,
perhaps not so much by specific people or policies as by history itself. Capabilities are indeed
being lost. Budgets are drifting down; people
are retiring; knowledge and above all ideological
commitment to nuclear weapons are being lost.

Meanwhile the cost of doing business is rising.
At the same time there is a slow but muchneeded sea-change in government priorities going on, a gradual redefinition of national security.
This process is going to intensify year by year
as an interrelated set of all-pervading, profound
crises related to finance and economic growth,
social inequity, food, energy, and climate increasingly grip the attention of governments. Nuclear
weapons are expensive, irrelevant distractions,
among their many other liabilities.
In this shifting and uncertain scene, the CTBT
ratification process will be viewed by many actors-defense ideologues, nuclear contractors,
and pork-barrel politicians-as a means to protect
the U.S. nuclear establishment against the vicissitudes of time. There will be many nuclear hawks
who relish the ratification process for the opportunity it presents to get favorable legislative outcomes they could not be obtain any other way.
A CTBT tied to additional, extensive "safeguards" like the examples listed above might
well tarnish the treaty in the eyes of many parties,
even more than the current surrogate testing capabilities available to the U.s. and other advanced
nuclear weapons states.
For all these reasons it is worthwhile for members of the international community to begin an
open dialogue with the State Department and others about the ratification process, lest a handful of
conservative U.S. senators dictate the CTBT's future-and much other nuclear policy-here.
CTBT ratification has become a shibboleth in
arms control circles. The U.s. will ratify this treaty if and when it has no meaning. For now, it is
a dangerous distraction. When the fruit is ripe, it
will fall. That time is not yet.
Greg Mello is executive director of the Los Alamos
Study Group in New Mexico.

Nuclear Cryptoquote
The following jumbled sentence is a quote by a Nobel Peace Prize recipient. Each letter represents another letter
- and there is a pattern! The first to decipher the quote, name the author, and tell a member of the Reaching
Critical Will team will receive a prize.
" ... JXLEGLJC IRR LFJRCIB VXSCBM, GLJRFNGLW YPXMC SPGJP PIEC TCCL OXBC BCRFJYILY FVYX
LXS, XZ YPC LCJCMMGYA YX BCMVCJY YPC 'EGYIR GLYCBCMYM' XZ IRR VCXVRCM ILN YX TCJXOC
ZFRRA ISIBC XZ YPC VBXZXFLN YBFYP XZ YPC ZXRRXSGLW JXLJRFMGXL SPGJP YPC FLGYCN
LIYGXLM IVVBXECN TA FLILGOGYA ZXFB ACIBM IWX: "OILHGLN GM JXLZBXLYCN SGYP I JPXGJC:
SC OFMY PIRYYPC IBOM BIJC ILN VBXJCCN YX NGMIBOIOCLY XB ZIJC ILLGPGRIYGXL."
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lion in 2010. down from $4'1
billion this year.
The biggest portion of the'
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Los Alamos cuts involved'
two major constru~tion proj·
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ects - a proposed new plnto-

nium laboratory, and a major
upgrade to the lab's neutron
accelerator.

Decisions about the plutonium lab will be delayed for

a year. The administr ation
\\'cll1ts to kill the accelerator

upgrade, officials said. But
by keeping the major' cuts

to future constructi on pro·

grams, the budget leaves
the lab·s core scientific work

force relatively unscathed.
The lob spending recommBndations are part of the
Depat'tme nt of Energy's
£26 billion budget, which

Energy Secretary Steven
Chu ullveile.d at a Washingtall. D.C .. news cunferenc e
Thursday afternoon. Despite
3' heavy emphasis on energy

research. Chu told reporters

that nuclear weapons work

remains an important part
orhis agency's mission.

"Nuclear security is still
a very important part of the
Department of Energy." Chu

said. ·'There is increasing

risk of nuclear proliferation, so this budget includes
(money) to work on nonproliferation. We still have to

maintain aUf nuclear security enterprise , and coupled

with Recovery Act money

we're gOing to be accelerat·

ing dramatica lly the Cold.
War legacy cleanup."
Nationwide. Chu's budget
recommends $6.4 billion for

rnaintalni ng U.S. nuclear
\veapons, unchanged from

this year. Nuclear nonproliferation spending would
be $2.1 billion, a 9.5 perceni
increase.

The budget also calls for

$;).5 hi !lion nationwid e for

nuclcnr cl(:~anup, down 3 per~
cent from this year.

Project delayed
Decisions on building the
Los Alamos plntonium laboratory, which at S2 billion

would be the largest public

works prOjeCT j n New Mexi~
co history, \vill have to wait
until the Pentagon completes
a reviev.: of t he future needs

for!)", U.S. nuclear arsenal,
Tom D'Agostino, head of the
National Nuclear Security
Administration. told report-

ers Thursday.

It would replace a 60-yearold lab complex that federal
auditors have concluded is
unsafe, but that lab officials
say they must continue to
use until a replaceme nt is
completed.
Desigh work on the replace-

ment is under way, with a

$97million budget this year.

The admi'nistr ation recom-

mended cutting the budget to

$55 million next year.

Critics, who argue that the
project is unnecessa ry. said
they were pleased with the
delay. A shrinking nuclear
arsenal will eventually eliminate the need for the building
entirely. said Greg Mello ofthe
Los Alamos Study Group.
A congressi onally char-

tered

commiss ion

on

Wednesda y recommen ded

making eonstructi on of the

plutonium lab a priority.
The administr ation also
singled out the upgrade to
the Los Alamos Neutron Sci-

ence Center as one of a long

list of wasteful programs it

essential for nuclear weapons work, but is also widely

used for civilian science.

In general, Bingaman said
he supported the budget proposaJ, but said he would try
to reverse the neutron science cuts.

"I believe LANSCE will
pJay a major role in the
diversifica tion of Los Ala-

mos jnto new science areas,

which is why J will fight to
reve-rSe this wrong-headed

decision," Bingaman said in
a statement.

Sandia
Sandia, which also works
on nuclear weapons. fared

better. Money for Sandia to
work on U.S. nuclear weapons would decline under the
president's proposal. but the
cuts would be completely off-

set by increases in money for

renewable energy and nuclear nonprolife ration work.
Los Alamos will also see

an increase in nonprolife ra-

wanted to kill, saying in a

tion work. but not enough
to offset the cuts in its core

ons research."

The administr ation did not

statement that it "no longer
plays a critipl role in weapSen. Jeff Bingama n,
D-N.M .. vowed to fight that
cut. saying it is not only

nuclear weapons lTIlssion,

recommen d any increase in

energy research spending at
Los Alamos:
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Funding for nuclear non

proliferation areas set for

increase in plan

By Sue Vorenberg
The Ne w Mexican
Funding for some nuclea
r activities -- including
a controversial plutonium
National Laboratory cou
facility called the CM RR
ld drop by about $90 mi
-- at Lo s A.Iamos
llion if the 2010 National
approved by Congress.
Nuclear Security Admi
nistration bu dg et is
The budget, released by
NNSA on Thursday, inc
ludes reduced funding and
Metallurgy Research Re
time delays for the lab's
placement facility, or CM
Chemistry and
RR. The facility is being
and plutonium research
built to house analytica
facilities. It also includes
l
che
mistry, metallurgy
an area where plutonium
bomb cores called pits
cou
ld
be manufactured.
"We've slowed down the
rate of some of the design
wo
rk on the CMRR facility,"
D'Agostino during a pho
said NN SA Administra
ne conference with report
tor Thomas
ers Thursday afternoon
.
Cuts would also hit som
e other construction pro
jects at the lab, with mi
defense nuclear security
nor cuts to supercomput
spending.
ing and some cuts in
Along with the cuts, how
ever, come increases in
funding for some nuclea
million for research and
r nonproliferation areas,
development, $16 millio
including about $10
n for accountability and
$15 million for verificatio
n work, he said.
"It's a bit of a slowdow
n on the construction and
design side and an increa
se in the nonproliferation
side," D'Agostino said.
The agency is trying to
fund two major constru
ctio
n
pro
jec
ts
uranium processing fac
in the nuclear complex
ility at the YI 2 plant in
at the same time, the CM
Tennessee.
RR and a
But there's not enough
money for both, which
is why NN SA is slowin
work, said Jerry Talbot
g the process on each of
, assistant deputy admini
them by delaying design
strator for Nuclear Safety
and Operations.
"Instead of taking money
out of one project and mo
ving it toward another,
projects," Talbot said.
we stretched out the dec
ision on both of those
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Officials are also waiting for the Oba
ma Administration's Nuclear Posture
Review, expected late this year or
before deciding on more fixed budg
in early 2010,
ets for the projects, D'Agostino said
.
"In essence, the nation needs these
facilities," he added.
Greg Mello, executive director of the
Los Alam os Stud y Gro up, said he
was pleased with the delay and redu
for the CMRR, because he doesn't
ced funding
want it to be used to make new nucl
ear weapons components.
"As little as three months ago a budg
et was submitted to Congress, a Bus
h budget, and it was $172 million
the CMRR," Mello said.
next year for
That money would have significantly
ramped up construction on the facil
ity. This year, NNS A spent about $97.
and under the new budget, in 2010
2 million,
, NNS A will spend $55 million, he
added.
In contrast to that, increases in nonp
roliferation funding are a positive
change, Mello said.
"The NNSA portion of LANL spen
ding declines about 6 percent over
all in this budget," Mello said. "It wou
declined more but there's a welcome
ld have
increase in nonproliferation program
s, where LAN L has unique skills and
has to be done."
the wor k
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at svorenberg@sfnewmexican.com
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Better Way To Spend $2 Billion
By Greg Mello
Los Alamos Stll& Group

The Journal carried a critical editorial Monday about the National Nuclear Security
Administration's (NNSA's) slowdown of a planned new plutonium facility at Los Alamos National
Laboratory.
Even prior to the action the project's overall goals (and design) had become uncertain. NNSA
didn't stop the project, though that's a good idea.
The building in question is called the "CMRR Nuclear Facility." It's one of two buildings in the
misnamed "Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Replacement" project - misnamed because the
CMRR would provide additional warhead capabilities, not just "replace" those to be retired.
Construction of the fIrst CMRR building is nearly complete. The Nuclear Facility is to be the
second. If built it would comprise about half the square footage and 90 percent of the total CMRR
construction cost.
The Nuclear Facility would cost "at least" $2 billion. Despite seven years of work on the project,
NNSA has not been able to complete preliminary design or provide a stable cost estimate.
Using standard cost inflators, the Nuclear Facility would cost fIve times as much as any prior
government construction project in New Mexico, excepting the interstate highways.
Because the project's primary purpose is to design and build parts for a new warhead repeatedly
rejected by Congress, N ewsmax.com labeled this project the national "Boondoggle No.1" earlier
this spring.
The lab space it would provide will cost $89,000 per square foot - or $618 per square inch if
you prefer. LANL's existing plutonium facility, with 2.6 times the space, cost $75 million in 1978,
about $201 million in today's dollars. The Nuclear Facility would add 38 percent more plutonium
space at 26 times the 1978 unit cost, assuming no further increases.
Department of Energy dollars have better uses. With $2 billion DOE could pay for about 2,000
megawatts of new wind generation capacity. This would displace millions of tons of carbon
pollution and save millions of gallons of fresh water every year henceforth. It would create about
30,000 new jobs in manufacturing, construction and operations.
The same dollars used to subsidize state, local government, tribal and private investment in
renewable energy, energy efflciency and building weatherization would go even further.
Infrastructure choices like this tell us a lot about who we are as a people and where we are
gomg.
They also tell us about our leadership. It will be interesting to see how our congressional
delegation, all Democrats, come down on this. "Green jobs" or plutonium palace? There is only so
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much money that can be wmng out of households. Choices have to be made.
Our Democrats should be under no illusions about the CMRR. The hawks on the recent Perry
Commission certainly know exactly what it's for: building new-design warheads, rapidly. That's
why it's their highest-priority warhead infrastmcture project. It's the bellwether of tl1e whole and
they know it. It's not at all required to maintain even a very large arsenal of existing warheads for
the indefInite future, as sad an outcome as that would be.
Los Alamos already has a modern plutonium facility, a qualter of which is occupied by a pit
production line, largely idle. This large facility has been continuously maintained; NNSA is
requesting hundreds of millions to upgrade it.
There is also a plutonium facility at Lawrence Livermore, bigger than tl1e planned CMRR and
soon to be mothballed as a high-security lab. All talk of making more pits is madness, of course.
The Journal mistakenly called Obama's nuclear weapons plan a "budget-cutting proposal." It's
not. Obama would grow NNSA's budget by 9 percent next year, a big increase. Most of that
growth is in nuclear nonproliferation, which would rise by 36 percent. Nuclear weapon spending is
flat.
For fIve years the House of Representatives has been saying this building and its rationale were
not ready for prime time. NNSA now agrees.
We should rejoice at this baby step. The CMRR Nuclear Facility would harm, not help, national
security.
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$47M Released for LANL Plutonium Lab
~yS!J~M~jQt.HQ!m~_!l.

The Associated Press

ALBUQUERQUE - The federal government has released $47 million toward a
long-planned plutonium research lab at Los Alamos National Laboratory, a project Los
Alamos officials say is vital but that nuclear watchdogs contend only positions the U.S.
to build more nuclear weapons.
The building would replace an aging lab where scientists analyze samples of
plutonium and other radioactive materials.
The current structure was built more than 50 years ago and upgraded earlier this
decade at a cost of $90 million. About half of it has been shut down, largely because Los
Alamos does not want to make further upgrades.
The Energy Department late last year approved a program limiting the most
dangerous nuclear material to Los Alamos and four other sites, reflecting a significant
decline in the number of warheads the United States maintains and an expectation of
more reductions.
Greg Mello of the Albuquerque-based Los Alamos Study Group contends the
National Nuclear Security Administration can maintain the safety of the nuclear arsenal
even without the lab's Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Replacement building,
known as CMRR.
The real impetus for the new building, he believes, is that the current one "has aged to
the point it cannot house NNSA's ambitions for the future."
Mello said CMRR would position Los Alamos to make large numbers of new
plutonium pit designs - the triggers of nuclear weapons.
"We view this building as a grotesque misallocation of taxpayer money and a poke in
the eye to our disarmament obligations," he said.
Los Alamos officials say they need the replacement to tell what makes up materials.
Plutonium, for example, contains impurities, requiring samples to be tested and
retested.
CMRR is not just about plutonium, project manager Rick Holmes said. "My scope for
this project is not to expand capabilities but to replace existing capabilities," he said.
A host of elements for purposes ranging from biomedicine to geology need to be
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studied, and if Los Alamos wasn't doing pit production, CMRR would be needed for
other science, Holmes said.
"The size isn't driven by numbers (of weapons) in the stockpile .... If we want to have
a scientist who understands plutonium or americium in 50 years, we have to have a
place to do science," he said.
DOE and Los Alamos officials say it would cost too much to upgrade the current
metallurgy structure compared to building a smaller, safer and more efficient one. "It's
substantially harder to modify an existing house than to build a new one," Holmes said.
"You always end up compromising something."
There's no exact cost figure for CMRR, but a U.S. Senate report last year estimated it
at $2.6 billion - more than five times the initial estimate of about $500,000. "As time
passes, things don't get cheaper," Holmes said.
The price tag must await a fmal design, which cannot be done until completion of an
ongoing national nuclear posture review. The Pentagon began work in April on the
report on threats and deterrent capabilities. It's due next year.
Mello said the expense of CMRR "is a commitment to a particular vision for Los
Alamos National Laboratory," one that lays the groundwork for an expanding nuclear
program and increases the relative importance of producing plutonium pits over other
lab programs.
Holmes said Congress decides funding priorities, adding, "Somehow we found $700
billion for the TARP program," the official name of the stimulus package.
The just-released $47 million is part of the project's second phase. The money will
continue preliminary design work and will buy equipment for CMRR labs and the
laboratory portion of the project's first phase, a related $199 million office building.
Last month marked the completion of much of that first building, which includes
offices for up to 350 people and 19,500 square feet of laboratory space.
Equipment is being installed and Holmes said people will move into offices in the fall
of 2011 and sta11: radiological experiments in the laboratory section in 2013.
Mello said labs in the office building more than replace what the old structure had, but
Holmes said they're not sufficient for all the work Los Alamos perf01IDs.
For example, labs in the office building are allowed to have only 8.4 grams of
plutonium, about a thimble's worth, for experiments. Holmes said sample preparation
and materials characterization work require larger amounts, making CMRR necessary.
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Scientists Defend
~~C'tear Physicist
-

,

FBI Investigation
Called 'Foolish'
By

HEATHER CLARK

The As,,,{)ci(l/{'d PI"{'SS

LOS ALAMOS --- Scienfists
familiar with the work of a
former Los Alamos National
Laboratory nuclear physicist
whose house was searched by
the FBI say he is not a spy.
Hugh DeWitt, a retired physicist who worked at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory in California, called the
FBI action against scientist
P. Leonardo Mascheroni
foolish.
"The FBI action is stupid
and foolish and misguided
and utterly wrong," said DeWitt, a retired physicist who
was a lecturer in the physics
department at the University of California in Berkeley
when Mascheroni was a doctoral student there_
"There's nothing classified or secret in this at all.
His files are big papers, letters and mission statements.
There's nothing whatever
that would endanger national
security," he said.
An FBI spokesman has
confirmed that the agency is
pursuing an investigation but
declined to comment further
on Monday.
Mascheroni has insisted the
U.S. government is wrongly
targeting him. His home was
searched Oct. 19, and the
FBI seized computers, letters, photographs, books and
cell phones. No charges have
been filed.
Mascheroni thinl,s the
FBI is investigating after he

JOURNAL FILE

Former LANL scientist P.
Leonardo Mascheroni says
he's being investigated for
spying.

gave a CD containing what
he called unclassified infor:
mation to a man claiming 1O
represent Venezuela.
Hesaid he approached Venezuela only after the United
States rejec:ted h is theories
that support a hydrogen-fluoride laser to produce nuclear
energy.
He said he hoped the information would persuade Venezuela not to go forward with
a nuclear weapons program.
He was paid $20,000 for the
work by a man he believer!
represented the Venezuelan
government. Mascheroni nev. er spent the money, which he
said was seized by the FBI.
Greg Mello, head of the lab
watchdog Los Alamos Study
Group, said he met Maschel:oni several times during the
1990s.
"He believes physics has
great promise for humanity, and he thinks that that
promise has been derailed
by politics and institutional
greed," Mello said. "He wants
it set right, and he wants to be
part of what SRtS it right.'·
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Quake Dangers Worry Auditors
fmm PAGE A1

in the area are more frequent
than previously believed.
The mesa, adjacent to a
major and still active volcanic
area, sits on the west Dank of
t he Rio Grande Rift. Earth's
crust is spreading in the area
like a piece of pulled taffy, a
process that created much of
the Rio Grande Valley through
New Mexico, Earthquak es
are common along the rift's
boundaries.
klab study published in
2007 documented two or three
earthquak es greater th'ln
magnitude 6,5in the last 10',000
years. The last·large q11ake
was at least 1,400 years ago,
according to the study, and scientists·say there is no way to
predict when the next one will
happen. Since 199.1, there have
been five earthquakes strong
enough for residents to feel,
according to the study.
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Unnatural Disasters
Why LANL's latest media dust-up shouldn't be taken lightly
By: Alexa Schirtzinger 10/29/2009
Cross-posted at SFReeper.com
On Monday, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board released a damning report on the safety of the main plutonium facility at
l&s AlaJlJ.9..§J':l.i!tipJJ.§L("aboralQry (LANL). The crux of the report is that in the case of a "seismic event," or major earthquake, along
the geologic fault that underlies the lab, the ensuing damage (think earthquake triggers fire triggers big radioactive explosion)
would be more than 100 times the allowable federal standard.
Unfortunately, that's not the worst of it. The Safety Board-along with LANL-has known this for the past five years. In 2007, the
Safety Board, an independent federal agency charged with overseeing safety at all 14 sites in the US Department of Energy's
nuclear weapons complex (which in New Mexico includes LANL, Sandia National Laboratories and the WIPP), released official
findings that the likelihood of a seismic event along the Los Alamos fault was much higher than previously thought. The natural
conclusion, of course, was that the relevant safety systems would have to be improved immediately-but according to Safety Board
Vice Chair John E. Mansfield, that wasn't how it happened.
Around the time the new risk assessment came out, Mansfield says, the Safety Board was involved in an effort to get all the DOE's
nuclear facilities to install active ventilation systems-ones that would keep working even in the event of a cataclysmic accident.
When the increased seismic risk at Los Alamos became apparent, getting better ventilation and fire suppression systems at LANL
became even more important, and Mansfield says the Safety Board "took special care to point out to Los Alamos" that its safety
system was inadequate.
"Los Alamos' answer was very much delayed," Mansfield recalls, "and when we finally got it, it effectively said, 'Well, we're not
going to worry about it.'" According to Mansfield, LANL was one of only two facilities that excused itself from federal safety
guidelines.
"We just couldn't buy that," Mansfield says. "What we'd hoped they would say was, 'It's going to be extremely difficult; it's going to
take a lot of money; it's going to take a lot of years; and we're going to commit to try to get funding,'" he continues. "But they didn't
say that. They just said, "[We're] not required to meet the overall safety strategy."
After going back and forth with LANL over safety guidelines for the better part of this year, Mansfield says the Board finally warned
Los Alamos that it would issue a public recommendation for safety improvements at the lab. The DOE has 45 days to accept,
partially reject or reject the recommendations and 135 days to publish an implementation plan. According to Mansfield, the Safety
Board even warned LANL that the recommendations would come out this month: "We said ... 'It would be good if you had an
immediate response instead of having this thing hang out there with no word from you.'" To an extent, LANL did so; SFR received
e-mails yesterday from LANL communications director Jeff Berger, who cited eight actions taken by the lab in 2009 to improve fire
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safety, and from the National Nuclear Security Administration's deputy public affairs director, Jennifer Wagner, who wrote:
"NNSA has made numerous improvements in the safety posture of its plutonium operations in recent years, which
include ... the approval of the first comprehensive safety analysis since 1996. That analysis identified the need for
additional facility upgrades to meet the NNSA's safety goals. Although the analysis concluded that operations are
currently safe, a more sophisticated analysis is needed ... "
That sounds like a lot of analysis to me. If the latest analysis underscored the need for better safety ... was the current safety
infrastructure really "safe"?
In the end, the Safety Board's recommendations for more stringent and effective fire suppression and ventilation systems at LANL
are just that: recommendations. They're not binding, but Mansfield says no Energy Secretary has ever rejected a Safety Board
recommendation.
But according to Greg Mello, executive director of the Albuquerque-based bQ§_hL§'!!lQ_$...§tl,!Qy_GS..Q.l,JP, "the Safety Board has never
exerted itself like this before." Mansfield's Oct. 26 letter to Energy Secretary Steven Chu uses words like "severity" and "urgency"
to "argue forcefully for the Secretary to avail himself of the authority under the Atomic Energy Act" to implement the
recommendations-wording Mello says reveals the crucial nature of the safety situation at LANL.
Still, Mello, a longtime disarmament activist, says that any action LANL takes will depend on politics. "If [US Sen. Jeff] Bingaman or
[US Sen. Tom] Udall tell the lab that they better listen hard to the DNFSB, [that] they have to follow the rules," Mello says, "That
will affect [LANL's] behavior." According to Mello, LANL brings too much money and too many jobs to New Mexico for anyone to
want to properly question it-or, for that matter, to make a nuclear weapons lab spend a bunch of money on decidedly un-sexy
safety upgrades.
"LANL has its own problems," Mansfield says. "It's got older facilities. It's got a mindset that made it great, that protected the nation
for 60 years now, and it's the best scientific lab in the country, just about. We just need to convince them that some things you
have to controL"
Before a big earthquake convinces them, that is.
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Independent scientists say program can extend life of nation's nuclear weapons
for decades
SECTION: Pg. 01
LENGTH: 452 words
DATELINE: ARTICLE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. - An independent panel says the U.S. can extend the life of aging nuclear weapons for decades
with existing programs, a finding that activists contend means there's no need for the nation to design replacements for the
nuclear arsenal.The findings of the JASON committee are classified, but an unclassified summary released Thursday said
current methods are sufficient to keep weapons reliable in the absence of nuclear testing.
The committee, made up of independent scientific experts who do technical reviews for the government, said the success
ofthe program to extend the lifetimes of weapons "is a direct consequence of the excellent work of the people in the
United States nuclear weapons complex."
The key conclusion is that the program "is working well and can work well into the foreseeable future to maintain the
reliability of existing warhead types," said Daryl Kimball, executive director of the Washington, D.C.-based Arms Control
Association.
The implication is that new warhead designs are not necessary because "stockpile stewardship is working well and can be
expected to work indefinitely," he said.
The two national laboratories in New Mexico, Los Alamos and Sandia, are involved in the stockpile stewardship program
to ensure the reliability of the nuclear stockpile.
Greg Mello of the Los Alamos Study Group said the study shows "there are no inherent long-term reliability problems
associated with the careful refurbishment of existing types of warheads."
Congress has rejected efforts to develop what's called a reliable replacement warhead. In 2007, the Bush administration
unsuccessfully sought $88 million for design and preliminary work on the proposed warhead.
The National Nuclear Security Administration endorsed the panel's recommendations and sent the classified report to the
House Armed Services subcommittee on strategic forces, which asked for the review.
The study "validates our basic scientific approach to warhead life extension programs, specifically our commitment to
evaluating each weapon system on a case-by-case basis and applying the best technological approach," NNSA spokesman
Damien LaVera said in a written statement.
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The panel said some issues surrounding aging weapons have been resolved, and others can be resolved under current
methods.
But it also warned that stockpile surveillance is becoming inadequate. It said increasing the lifetimes of nuclear weapons
depends on "continuing maintenance and renewal of expertise and capabilities in science, technology, engineering and
production. "
La Vera said Friday stockpile stewardship "can do certain things but there needs to be an existing funding mechanism for
that."
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